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Abstract
The main result in this paper is a fixed point formula for equiv-
ariant indices of elliptic differential operators, for proper actions by
connected semisimple Lie groups on possibly noncompact manifolds,
with compact quotients. For compact groups and manifolds, this re-
duces to the Atiyah–Segal–Singer fixed point formula. Other special
cases include an index theorem by Connes and Moscovici for homo-
geneous spaces, and an earlier index theorem by the second author,
both in cases where the group acting is connected and semisimple.
As an application of this fixed point formula, we give a new proof of
Harish-Chandra’s character formula for discrete series representations.
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1 Introduction
Equivariant index theory has always had powerful applications to represen-
tation theory. In this paper, we prove a fixed point formula for indices of
elliptic operators that are equivariant with respect to an action by a con-
nected semisimple Lie group. We use this formula to give a new proof of
Harish-Chandra’s character formula for the discrete series. The arguments
use K-theory as an essential ingredient.
Consider a Lie group G, acting properly on a manifold M . Let D be
an odd, self-adjoint, G-equivariant, elliptic differential operator on a Z2-
graded, G-equivariant vector bundle over M . We denote the restrictions
of D to sections of the even and odd parts of this vector bundle by D+
and D−, respectively. Suppose for now that M and G are compact. Then
the kernels of D+ and D− are finite-dimensional representations of G. The
formal difference of their equivalence classes is the equivariant index of D:
indexG(D) = [ker(D
+)]− [ker(D−)]. (1.1)
For an element g ∈ G, we can evaluate the characters of the representations
on the right hand side at g, to obtain
indexG(D)(g) = tr(g on ker(D
+))− tr(g on ker(D−)) ∈ C. (1.2)
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The Atiyah–Segal–Singer fixed point formula (Theorem 2.12 in [6] and (3.1)
in [7]) is an expression for this number in terms of geometric data near the
fixed point set
Mg = {m ∈M ; gm = m}.
Atiyah and Bott showed in [4] that this fixed point formula implies Weyl’s
character formula for irreducible representations of compact connected Lie
groups. In fact, they used a slightly different fixed point formula, Theorem A
in [3], which is equivalent to the Atiyah–Segal–Singer fixed point formula in
the case they considered to prove Weyl’s character formula. In this case, one
takesM = G/T , for a maximal torus T < G. The Borel–Weil theorem makes
it possible to realise an irreducible representation of G as the equivariant
index of a twisted Dolbeault–Dirac operator on G/T . For this operator, the
fixed point formula precisely becomes Weyl’s character formula.
If M and G are noncompact, but M/G is compact, then one can still
define an equivariant index of D, using the analytic assembly map from
the Baum–Connes conjecture [9]. This takes values in the K-theory group
K∗(C
∗
rG) of the reduced group C
∗-algebra C∗rG of G, so one obtains
indexG(D) ∈ K∗(C∗rG). (1.3)
If M and G are compact, then this reduces to (1.1).
We suppose thatG is connected and semisimple, and use Harish-Chandra’s
Schwartz algebra C(G). This has the same K-theory as C∗rG. We use traces
τg : C(G)→ C,
for elements g ∈ G, defined as orbital integrals
τg(f) =
∫
G/ZG(g)
f(xgx−1) dx,
for f ∈ C(G). Applying such a trace to the index (1.3) yields a number
τg(indexG(D)) ∈ C, (1.4)
generalising (1.2). If g = e, then this is the L2-index as defined by Atiyah
[2].
Using heat kernel methods, we generalise the Atiyah–Segal–Singer fixed
point formula to derive a cohomological formula for (1.4) in terms of fixed
point data. This is the main result of this paper, Theorem 2.8. It gener-
alises the main result in [40], Proposition 6.11 in that paper, from g = e to
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more general elements g ∈ G, for actions by connected semisimple groups.
This generalisation is essential for our application to representation theory.
Proposition 6.11 in [40] in turn generalises Connes and Moscovici’s index
formula on homogeneous spaces, Theorem 5.1 in [15]. So Theorem 2.8 also
generalises that result, again for connected semisimple groups.
Theorem 6.1 in [39] is a related fixed point formula for actions by discrete
groups on orbifolds. The techniques used there are very different from our
arguments for connected groups. Another fixed point formula on noncom-
pact manifolds is Theorem 2.9 in [30]. The index used in [30] was defined
differently, in terms of KK-theory, but it turns out to equal (1.4) if Mg is
compact, because it satisfies the same fixed point formula. An advantage
of (1.4) over the index used in [30] is that we can use the former index to
directly realise character values of discrete series representations. That al-
lows us to deduce Harish-Chandra’s character formula from the fixed point
formula.
If G has a compact Cartan subgroup T , then it has discrete series repre-
sentations. If we take M = G/T , and let D be the twisted Dolbeault–Dirac
operator used by Schmid [36] to realise the discrete series, then (1.4) is the
value of the character of a discrete series representation at a regular element
g ∈ T . The fixed point formula now reduces to Harish-Chandra’s charac-
ter formula for the discrete series. Because this character formula plays a
central role in Harish-Chandra’s discussion of the discrete series, we need to
be careful about the statement and proof of this result; where necessary we
indicate what precisely is proved and what results this is based on.
K-theory is an essential ingredient in our proof of Harish-Chandra’s
character formula. It is possible to express the number (1.4) without using
K-theory. But then it is not clear if it equals the value of the character of a
discrete series representation in the case mentioned above. This is basically
because it is not clear if zero is isolated in the spectrum of the operator
on G/T used there. Using K-theory allows us to avoid this issue. Another
ingredient of the proof of the fixed point formula is the equivariant coarse
index. In our setting, this is an alternative way to describe the analytic
assembly map, which is convenient for our purposes.
The K-theoretic approach to representation theory has been studied in-
tensively at least since the 1980s. Most of this work focused on analysing the
K-theory group K∗(C
∗
rG). See the work on the Baum–Connes and Connes–
Kasparov conjectures [9, 12, 33, 41], and Lafforgue’s work on K-theory
classes of discrete series representations [32]. It is a challenge, however, to
obtain information about representations themselves using this approach,
rather than about their classes in K-theory. (There are positive results in
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this direction though, such as Lafforgue’s independent proof in [32] that G
has a discrete series if and only if it has a compact Cartan subgroup.) We
hope that this paper will contribute to the understanding of the relations
between representation theory, index theory and K-theory.
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2 Preliminaries and results
Throughout this paper, let G be a connected semisimple Lie group. We
fix a maximal compact subgroup K < G. The Lie algebra of a Lie group
will be denoted by the corresponding lower case gothic letter. We denote
complexifications by superscripts C. We fix a K-invariant inner product on
g, such as the one defined by the Killing form and a Cartan involution. We
fix Haar measures dg on G and dk on K. We normalise the Haar measure dk
so K has unit volume. (We tacitly make this choice for all compact groups.)
We consider a proper, isometric action by G on a Riemannian manifold
M , which is cocompact (i.e. M/G is compact). Furthermore, let E → M
be a G-equivariant, Z2-graded, Hermitian vector bundle. Let D be an odd,
G-equivariant, elliptic differential operator on Γ∞(E), self-adjoint on its
domain in L2(E). We will denote the restrictions of D to sections of the
even and odd parts of E by D+ and D−, respectively.
The main result in this paper is Theorem 2.8, which is an expression for
an equivariant index of D, in terms of data on fixed point sets of elements
of G. This involves Harish-Chandra’s Schwartz algebra C(G), and traces
τg : K0(C(G))→ C,
for elements g ∈ G. These are defined in Subsection 2.1. Since K0(C(G)) =
K0(C
∗
rG), these traces may also be viewed as traces on the K-theory of the
reduced group C∗-algebra C∗rG. In Subsection 2.3, we discuss some special
cases of the fixed point formula, and some related results. As an application
of the fixed point formula, we give a new proof of Harish-Chandra’s character
formula for the discrete series, Corollary 2.10.
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2.1 The g-trace
Let π0 be the unitary representation of G induced from the trivial repre-
sentation of a minimal parabolic subgroup. Let ξ be a unit vector in the
representation space of π0, fixed by π0(K). Let Ξ be the matrix coefficient
of ξ, i.e. for all g ∈ G,
Ξ(g) = (ξ, π0(g)ξ).
The inner product on g defines a G-invariant Riemannian metric on G/K.
For g ∈ G, let σ(g) be the Riemannian distance from eK to gK in G/K.
For every m ≥ 0, X,Y ∈ U(g), and f ∈ C∞(G), set
νX,Y,m(f) := sup
g∈G
(1 + σ(g))mΞ(g)−1|L(X)R(Y )f(g)|,
where L and R denote the left and right regular representations, respectively.
Definition 2.1. The Harish-Chandra Schwartz space C(G) is the space of
f ∈ C∞(G) such that for all m ≥ 0 and X,Y ∈ U(g), we have νX,Y,m(f) <
∞.
See Section 9 in [21]. The space C(G) is a Fre´chet space in the seminorms
νX,Y,m. It is closed under convolution, which is a continuous operation on
this space (see Proposition 12.16(b) in [31]). Importantly, if G has a discrete
series, then all K-finite matrix coefficients of discrete series representations
lie in C(G) (see the example on page 450 in [31]).
Recall that an element g ∈ G is semisimple if Ad(g) diagonalises. The set
of semisimple elements contains the open dense subset of regular elements
of G. Let g ∈ G be semisimple. Then its centraliser
Z := ZG(g)
is unimodular, and we have a G-invariant measure d(xZ) on G/Z. Theorem
6 in [21] states that for m large enough, the orbital integral∫
G/Z
(1 + σ(xgx−1))−mΞ(xgx−1) d(xZ) (2.1)
converges.
Theorem 2.2. For all f ∈ C(G), the integral∫
G/Z
f(xgx−1) d(xZ)
converges absolutely, and depends continuously on f .
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Proof. We have for all x ∈ G, and all m ≥ 0,
|f(xgx−1)| ≤ ν0,0,m(f)(1 + σ(xgx−1))−mΞ(xgx−1),
so the claim follows from convergence of the integral (2.1) for large enough
m.
Theorem 2.2 means that τg is a tempered distribution on G in the sense
of Harish-Chandra.
Definition 2.3. For a semisimple element g ∈ G,and f ∈ C(G), the g-trace
of f is the number
τg(f) =
∫
G/Z
f(xgx−1) d(xZ).
This indeed defines a trace.
Lemma 2.4. For all f1, f2 ∈ C(G), we have
τg(f1 ∗ f2) = τg(f2 ∗ f1).
Proof. For f1, f2 ∈ C∞c (G), this is a straightforward calculation involving
Fubini’s theorem. For general f1, f2 ∈ C(G), this follows from continuity of
τg and the fact that C
∞
c (G) is dense in C(G) by Theorem 2 in [21].
Since τg is a continuous trace on C(G), it induces a map
τg : K0(C(G))→ C.
Note that if g = e, then τe is the von Neumann trace f 7→ f(e).
Let C∗rG be the reduced group C
∗-algebra of G. We thank Nigel Higson
for pointing out the following fact to us.
Theorem 2.5. The algebra C(G) is contained in C∗rG, and the inclusion
map induces an isomorphism
K∗(C(G))
∼=−→ K∗(C∗rG).
Proof. The claim follows from the fact that C(G) is a dense subalgebra of
Lafforgue’s Schwartz algebra S(G), and is closed under holomorphic func-
tional calculus. Lafforgue proves in [33] that S(G) is dense in C∗rG and
closed under holomorphic functional calculus. See Proposition 4.1.2 in [33],
combined with Proposition 4.2.3 in [33], for linear semisimple groups, and
the rest of Section 4.2 in [33] for general reductive groups.
See also Theorem 14 and Proposition 28 in [38].
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Because of this fact, we obtain a map
τg : K0(C
∗
rG)→ C.
Remark 2.6. On page 150 of [14], Connes mentions without proof that or-
bital integrals define traces on convolution algebras of groups. He appears to
think of the algebra L1(G) there. Using the algebra C(G) has the advantage
that it contains K-finite matrix coefficients of discrete series representations,
which is essential to our proof of Harish-Chandra’s character formula. These
matrix coefficients only lie in L1(G) under certain conditions; see (1.5) in
[37] and the theorem on page 148 in [22].
2.2 The main result
The equivariant index that we will use is the analytic assembly map from the
Baum–Connes conjecture [9], which we denote by indexG. It takes values in
K∗(C
∗
rG), so we obtain
indexG(D) ∈ K∗(C∗rG).
If M and G are compact, then K∗(C
∗
rG) equals the representation ring of
G, and indexG(D) reduces to the usual equivariant index of D.
Let g ∈ G be semisimple. Then we have the number
τg(indexG(D)).
We will give a fixed point formula to compute such numbers.
For a point m ∈M , we denote its stabiliser in G by Gm. The fixed point
set Mg is invariant under the centraliser Z of g.
Lemma 2.7. The quotient Mg/Z is compact.
Proof. Because G acts properly and cocompactly, the stabiliser bundle
Stab(M) = {(m, g);m ∈M,g ∈ Gm}
is G-cocompact under the action defined by
x(m, g) = (xm, xgx−1)
for x ∈ G, m ∈M and g ∈ Gm. The stabiliser bundle has the decomposition
Stab(M) =
∐
(g)
∐
xZG(g)∈G/ZG(g)
xMg =
∐
(g)
G×ZG(g) Mg.
Here (g) ranges over the conjugacy classes in G. Hence, Stab(M)/G =∐
(g)M
g/ZG(g). Since Stab(M)/G is compact, so is its closed subsetM
g/ZG(g).
(See page 334 of [18] for a description when G is a finite group.)
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For any continuous, proper action by a locally compact group H, with
a left Haar measure dh, on a locally compact topological space X, by a
cutoff function we will mean a continuous function c on X with nonnegative
values, such that for all x ∈ X,∫
H
c(hx) dh = 1.
These always exist, and can be chosen to be compactly supported if X/H is
compact. So by Lemma 2.7, there is a compactly supported cutoff function
cg ∈ Cc(Mg) for the action by Z on Mg.
Let N → Mg be the normal bundle to Mg in M . The connected com-
ponents of Mg are submanifolds of M of possibly different dimensions, so
the rank of N may jump between these components. In what follows, we
implicitly apply all constructions to the connected components of Mg and
add the results together. Suppose that g is contained in a compact subgroup
of G. Then the closure of the set of its powers is a torus T g < G. This torus
acts trivially on Mg. Consider the class
[
∧N ⊗ C] ∈ K0T g (supp(cg)) = K0(supp(cg))⊗R(T g)
in the equivariant topological K-theory of supp(cg). (We use the fact that
supp(cg) ⊂ Mg is compact.) Here R(T g) is the representation ring of T g,
which we view as the ring of characters, and
∧N ⊗C is graded according to
parities of exterior powers. Evaluating characters at g, applied to the factor
in R(T g), yields the class
[
∧N ⊗ C](g) ∈ K0(supp(cg))⊗ C.
This class is invertible with respect to the ring structure defined by tensor
products, see Lemma 2.7 in [6].
Let σD be the principal symbol of D. It defines a class
[σD|supp(cg)] ∈ K0T g(TMg|supp(cg)) = K0(TMg|supp(cg))⊗R(T g).
Again, we evaluate at g to obtain
[σD|supp(cg)](g) ∈ K0(TMg|supp(cg))⊗ C.
Consider the Chern characters
ch : K0(supp(cg))→ H∗(supp(cg));
ch : K0(TMg|supp(cg))→ H∗(TMg|supp(cg)),
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and the Todd class
Todd(TMg ⊗ C) ∈ H∗(TMg).
The cohomology group H∗(supp(cg)) acts on H∗(TMg|supp(cg)) via pullback
along the tangent bundle projection.
Our main result is the following fixed point formula.
Theorem 2.8. If G/K is odd-dimensional, then for all semisimple g ∈ G,
τg(indexG(D)) = 0.
If G/K is even-dimensional, then for almost all semisimple g ∈ G (see
Remark 2.9), we have
τg(indexG(D)) = 0
if g is not contained in a compact subgroup of G, and
τg(indexG(D)) =
∫
TMg
cg
ch
(
[σD|supp(cg)](g)
)
Todd(TMg ⊗ C)
ch
(
[
∧N ⊗ C](g)) (2.2)
if it is.
Remark 2.9. The fixed point formula in Theorem 2.8 holds for almost all
semisimple g ∈ G contained in compact subgroups. In fact, we can be more
specific about the condition on g for the formula to hold. Let d be the
Riemannian distance on G corresponding to the left invariant Riemannian
metric defined by the inner product on g. Consider the function ψ ∈ C(G)
mapping x ∈ G to
ψ(x) = e−d(e,x)
2
. (2.3)
The condition on g is that the integral∫
G/Z
ψ(xgx−1) d(xZ)
converges. (We then say that g has finite Gaussian orbital integral, see
Definition 4.2.) We will show in Proposition 4.3 that this is true for almost
all g ∈ G. But more specifically, this condition holds for example if G/Z
is compact, so in particular if g = e or if G is compact. By Theorem 2.2,
the condition holds for all semisimple g if ψ ∈ C(G). We will see in Lemma
4.4 that ψ ∈ L1(G); therefore, if the integral defining τg(f) converges for all
(continuous) f ∈ L1(G) and all semisimple g ∈ G, then Theorem 2.8 holds
for all semisimple g ∈ G. (This seems to be implied on page 150 of [14].)
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For our application of Theorem 2.8 to Harish-Chandra’s character for-
mula, it is enough for the formula to hold almost everywhere. More generally,
the distributional index discussed in Subsection 2.5 is completely determined
by Theorem 2.8.
2.3 Special cases and related results
If M and G are compact, then we may take cg to be constant 1. Then
Theorem 2.8 reduces to the Atiyah–Segal–Singer fixed point formula, see
Theorem 2.12 in [6] and (3.1) in [7]. In fact, in this compact case, the proof
of Theorem 2.8 applies directly without the assumption that G is semisimple,
and for all g ∈ G.
If we take g = e, then the fixed point formula (which is then just an index
theorem, since M e = M) holds by Remark 2.9. In that case, Theorem 2.8
reduces to the case of the main result of [40], Proposition 6.11 in that paper,
for connected semisimple Lie groups. In this case τe(indexG(D)) is precisely
Atiyah’s L2-index of D, defined for discrete groups in [2]. (See Proposition
4.4 in [40].) Proposition 6.11 in [40] generalises Atiyah’s L2-index theorem,
Theorem 3.8 in [2], from discrete to arbitrary Lie groups. If M = G/H,
for a compact subgroup H < G, then the case of Proposition 6.11 in [40]
implied by Theorem 2.8 in turn reduces to the case of Connes and Moscivici’s
index theorem, Theorem 5.1 in [15], for connected semisimple groups. (See
Corollary 6.14 and Remark 6.15 in [40].)
In [39], a version of Theorem 2.8 for actions by discrete groups on orb-
ifolds is proved, see Theorem 6.1 in that paper. In a sense, this result is
orthogonal to the case of connected groups we consider here, and requires a
completely different set of techniques.
If Mg is compact, then the right hand side of (2.2) equals the right
hand side of (2.8) in [30]. Hence the g-index of D, as defined in [30], equals
τg(indexG(D)).
In this paper, the special case of Theorem 2.8 we are most interested
in is Harish-Chandra’s character formula for the discrete series, as we will
discuss next.
2.4 Harish-Chandra’s character formula
Suppose that rank(G) = rank(K), so that G has discrete series representa-
tions. Let T < K be a maximal torus. Let π be a discrete series represen-
tation of G, with Harish-Chandra parameter λ ∈ it∗. Let R+ be the set of
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roots of (gC, tC) with positive inner products with λ. Let ρ be half the sum
of the elements of R+. Let Wc := NK(T )/T be the Weyl group of (K,T ).
Let Θpi ∈ D′(G) be the global character of π. On the regular elements
of G, it is given by an analytic function, which we also denote by Θpi.
Harish-Chandra’s character formula, Theorem 16 in [21], is a special case of
Theorem 2.8.
Corollary 2.10. For all regular elements g ∈ T , we have
Θpi(g) = (−1)dim(G/K)/2
∑
w∈Wc
sign(w)ewλ
eρ
∏
α∈R+(1− e−α)
(g). (2.4)
Remark 2.11. Because the character formula is an integral part of Harish–
Chandra’s classification of the discrete series in [20, 21], it is worth specifying
what exactly the statement is in Corollary 2.10. Let λ ∈ it∗ be regular, and
suppose that λ + ρ is integral. The condition that rank(G) = rank(K)
implies that G has an irreducible unitary representation π with square in-
tegrable matrix coefficients and infinitesimal character χλ : Z(U(g
C)) → C
corresponding to λ via the Harish-Chandra homomorphism, and whose low-
est K-type has highest weight λ + ρ − 2ρc. Here ρc is half the sum of the
compact roots in the positive system R+ determined by λ. (See for example
Theorem 9.20 in [31].) Corollary 2.10 states that the global character of
this representation is given by (2.4) on T . (Compare this with for example
Theorem 12.7(a) in [31].) This information can then be used to prove that G
can only have discrete series if rank(G) = rank(K), and that the characters
obtained in this way exhaust the discrete series. But we will not use those
facts.
In Remark 5.9, we make further comments on the independence of Corol-
lary 2.10 of existing results.
2.5 A distributional index
Instead of considering the numbers τg(indexG(D)) for individual elements
g ∈ G, we can assemble them into a distributional index of D. Let Greg ⊂ G
be the subset of regular elements.
Lemma 2.12. For all ϕ ∈ C∞c (Greg), and f ∈ C(G), the integral∫
Greg
ϕ(g)τg(f) dg
converges, and depends continuously on ϕ and f . (Here we use the usual
Fre´chet topology on C∞c (G).)
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Proof. On each connected component of Greg, all centralisers are conjugate
to a fixed Cartan subgroup of G. This implies that the function g 7→ τg(f)
on Greg is continuous.
By this lemma, we obtain a continuous trace
τ : C(G)→ D′(Greg),
defined by
〈τ(f), ϕ〉 =
∫
G
ϕ(g)τg(f) dg,
for f ∈ C(G) and ϕ ∈ C∞c (G). It induces
τ : K0(C(G))→ D′(Greg).
Definition 2.13. The distributional index of D is
τ(indexG(D)) ∈ D′(Greg).
Theorem 2.8 determines this distribution completely.
It is an interesting question if, for f ∈ C(G), the distribution τ(f) extends
to all of G. Then the index in Definition 2.13 would extend to an index
with values in D′(G), which is determined by Theorem 2.8. We will see
in Section 5 that the distributional index of the Dirac operator used by
Schmid [36] to realise discrete series representations is the character of such
a representation.
3 Another trace
Fix an element g ∈ G. An important tool in the proof of Theorem 2.8 is
a trace Trg defined on certain operators on L
2(E). This trace is defined in
terms of Schwartz kernels of operators. It has the advantage that it can be
evaluated in terms of analysis and geometry, whereas τg has the advantage
that it can be used to compute values of characters of representations.
In this section, we use the trace Trg to give an expression for the number
τg(indexG(D)) in terms of the heat kernel associated to D. (See Proposition
3.10.) In Section 4, we localise that expression to give a proof of Theorem
2.8.
We will often use the differentiable version of Abels’ slice theorem, see
page 2 of [1]. This states that there is a K-invariant submanifold N ⊂ M ,
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such that the action map [g, n] 7→ gn, for g ∈ G and n ∈ N , defines a
G-equivariant diffeomorphism
G×K N
∼=−→M.
Here G×K N is the quotient of G×N by the action by K given by
k · (g, n) = (gk−1, kn)
for k ∈ K, g ∈ G and n ∈ N . We fix such a submanifold N from now on.
3.1 Schwartz kernels
The G-equivariant vector bundle E →M decomposes as
E ∼= G×K (E|N )→ G×K N =M.
Hence
Γ∞(E) ∼= (C∞(G)⊗ˆΓ∞(E|N ))K ,
where ⊗ˆ denotes the completion of the algebraic tensor product in the
Fre´chet topology on Γ∞(E) (which is well-defined since Γ∞(Hom(E|N )) is
nuclear), and the superscript K denotes the subspace of K-invariant ele-
ments.
Consider the vector bundle
Hom(E)→M ×M
with fibres
Hom(E)(m,m′) = Hom(Em, Em′),
for m,m′ ∈ M . The bundle Hom(E|N ) → N × N is defined analogously.
Consider the action by K ×K on the space
C(G)⊗ Γ∞(Hom(E|N ))
given by
(k, k′) · (f ⊗A)(g, n, n′) = f(kgk′−1)k−1A(kn, k′n′)k′,
for k, k′ ∈ K, f ∈ C(G), A ∈ Γ∞(Hom(E|N )), g ∈ G and n, n′ ∈ N . We
have the space
C˜(E) := (C(G)⊗ˆΓ∞(Hom(E|N )))K×K,
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where again, ⊗ˆ denotes the completion of the algebraic tensor product in
the tensor product Fre´chet topology. This space is a Fre´chet algebra with
respect to convolution.
For κ˜ ∈ C˜(E), consider the operator Tκ˜ on L2(E) defined by
(Tκ˜s)(gn) =
∫
G
∫
N
gκ˜(g−1g′, n, n′)g′−1s(g′n′) dn′ dg′,
for s ∈ L2(E), g ∈ G and n ∈ N . We will see in Lemma 3.6 that this
defines a bounded operator Tκ˜ on L
2(E), although at this point it is not very
important to us on which space Tκ˜ acts. This operator is G-equivariant, and
has Schwartz kernel κ ∈ Γ∞(Hom(E))G given by
κ(gn, g′n′) = gκ˜(g−1g′, n, n′)g′−1, (3.1)
for g, g′ ∈ G and n, n′ ∈ N . Given κ˜ ∈ C˜(E) we will always write κ for the
section in Γ∞(Hom(E))G defined like this.
The assignment κ˜ 7→ Tκ˜ is injective, and satisfies
Tκ˜ ◦ Tκ˜′ = Tκ˜∗κ˜′ ,
for κ˜, κ˜′ ∈ C˜(E).
Definition 3.1. The algebra C(E) is defined as
C(E) = {Tκ˜; κ˜ ∈ C˜(E)}.
The topology on this algebra is the one corresponding to the topology on
C˜(E) via the isomorphism κ˜ 7→ Tκ˜.
Note that C(E) is a Fre´chet algebra because C˜(E) is.
It will be important to us that heat kernels corresponding to twisted
Spinc-Dirac operators lie in C(E), see Lemma 3.8.
3.2 The trace Trg
Let c ∈ C∞c (M) be a cutoff function for the action by G on M . Let g ∈ G
be semisimple. We will denote the fibre-wise trace of endomorphisms of E
by tr.
Lemma 3.2. Let κ˜ ∈ C˜(E).
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(a) The integral∫
G/Z
∫
M
c(xgx−1m) tr(xgx−1κ(xg−1x−1m,m)) dmd(xZ) (3.2)
converges absolutely, and depends continuously on κ˜.
(b) Let cG be a cutoff function for the action by Z on G by right multipli-
cation, and let cg be the function on M defined by
cg(m) =
∫
G
cG(x)c(xgm) dx,
for m ∈M . The integral (3.2) equals∫
M
cg(m) tr(κ(m, gm)g) dm. (3.3)
(c) The integral (3.2) equals∫
N
∫
G/Z
tr(κ˜(xgx−1, n, n)) d(xZ) dn, (3.4)
so in particular it is independent of the cutoff function c.
Proof. Ifm ∈M and x ∈ G, andm′ = x−1m, then the equivariance property
of κ implies that
c(xgx−1m) tr(xgx−1κ(xg−1x−1m,m) = c(xgm′) tr(xgx−1κ(xg−1m′, xm′)
= c(xgm′) tr(κ(m′, gm′)g).
So∫
G/Z
∫
M
c(xgx−1m) tr(xgx−1κ(xg−1x−1m,m)) dmd(xZ)
=
∫
G
cG(x)
∫
M
c(xgm′) tr(κ(m′, gm′)g) dm′ dx. (3.5)
Now for all y ∈ G and n ∈ N we have
tr(κ(yn, gyn)g) = tr(yκ˜(y−1gy, n, n)y−1) = tr(κ˜(y−1gy, n, n)). (3.6)
So the right hand side of (3.5) equals∫
G
cG(x)
∫
N
∫
G
c(xgyn) tr(κ˜(y−1gy, n, n)) dy dn dx.
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Substituting y′ = xgy for y, we find that this equals∫
G
cG(x)
∫
N
∫
G
c(y′n) tr(κ˜(y′−1xgx−1y′, n, n)) dy′ dn dx
≤
∫
G
cG(x)
∫
N
∫
G
c(y′n)| tr(κ˜(y′−1xgx−1y′, n, n))| dy′ dn dx
The integrand on the right hand side is nonnegative, so by Fubini’s theorem,
the integral equals∫
N
∫
G
c(y′n)
∫
G
cG(x)| tr(κ˜(y′−1xgx−1y′, n, n))| dx dy′ dn. (3.7)
Since cG is a cutoff function for right multiplication by Z on G, we have for
all y′ ∈ G and n ∈ N ,∫
G
cG(x)| tr(κ˜(y′−1xgx−1y′, n, n))| dx
=
∫
G/Z
| tr(κ˜(y′−1xgx−1y′, n, n))| d(xZ)
=
∫
G/Z
| tr(κ˜(xgx−1, n, n))| d(xZ)
which converges for all y′ ∈ G and n ∈ N by Theorem 2.2. So (3.7) equals∫
N
∫
G
c(y′n) dy′
∫
G/Z
| tr(κ˜(xgx−1, n, n))| d(xZ) dn
=
∫
N
∫
G/Z
| tr(κ˜(xgx−1, n, n))| d(xZ) dn
≤ vol(N)
∫
G/Z
| tr(κ˜(xgx−1, n, n))| d(xZ).
We conclude that the integral (3.2) converges absolutely. It depends contin-
uously on κ˜ by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Because
the integral converges absolutely, we may switch the order of integration on
the right hand side of (3.5) to conclude that (3.2) equals (3.3). Furthermore,
we may omit absolute value signs in the above calculations to find that (3.2)
equals (3.4).
Definition 3.3. Let κ˜ ∈ C˜(E). The g-trace of the operator T = Tκ˜ ∈ C(E)
is
Trg(T ) =
∫
G/Z
∫
M
c(xgx−1m) tr(xgx−1κ(xg−1x−1)m,m)) dmd(xZ).
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Lemma 3.4. For all S, T ∈ C(E), we have
Trg(ST ) = Trg(TS).
Proof. This proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 3.18 in [39].
Let κ˜S , κ˜T ∈ C˜(E) be the kernels defining S and T , respectively. Define
the function µ on M ×M by
µ(m,m′) =
∫
G/Z
tr(κT (m,m
′)κS(m
′, xgx−1m)xgx−1) d(xZ)
for m,m′ ∈ M . Then for all x ∈ G and m,m′ ∈ M , we have µ(xm, xm′) =
µ(m,m′). Part (2) of Lemma 3.10 in [39] states that property implies that∫
M
∫
M
c(m)µ(m,m′) dm, dm′ =
∫
M
∫
M
c(m′)µ(m,m′) dm, dm′.
Now, using Fubini’s theorem and the definition of Trg, one can show directly
that the left hand side of the above equality equals Trg(TS), whereas the
right hand side equals Trg(ST ).
3.3 The coarse index
We will first prove Theorem 2.8 for twisted Spinc-Dirac operators. Therefore,
we now suppose that M is even-dimensional, has a G-equivariant Spinc-
structure with spinor bundle S → M , and that E = S ⊗ W , for a G-
equivariant Hermitian vector bundle W → M . We suppose D is a twisted
Spinc-Dirac operator on E.
To give an expression for τg(indexG(D)), we will use an alternative def-
inition of the analytic assembly map, in terms of the coarse index. The
coarse index takes values in the K-theory of the (reduced) equivariant Roe
algebra C∗(M)G of M , which may be realised as follows. A section κ of
Hom(E) is said to have finite propagation if there is an R > 0 such that for
all m,m′ ∈ M with d(m,m′) ≥ R, we have κ(m,m′) = 0. We will consider
locally integrable sections κ of Hom(E) for which the expression
(Tκs)(m) =
∫
M
κ(m,m′)s(m′) dm′,
for s ∈ L2(E), defines a bounded operator Tκ ∈ B(L2(E)). Then Tκ is
G-equivariant if κ is G-invariant, in the sense that for all m,m′ ∈ M and
g ∈ G,
κ(gm, gm′) = gκ(m,m′)g−1.
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Definition 3.5. The equivariant Roe algebra C∗(M)G ofM is the closure in
B(L2(E)) of the algebra of G-equivariant, bounded operators of the form Tκ,
where κ is a locally integrable section of Hom(E) with finite propagation.
Lemma 3.6. The algebra C(E) is a dense subalgebra of C∗(M)G.
Proof. Note that
L2(E) =
(
L2(G)⊗ˆL2(E|N )
)K
(3.8)
(where the hat denotes the completion in the L2-norm). The algebras C(E)
and C∗(M)G have the joint dense subalgebra Cc(E) of operators with kernels
in
(C∞c (G) ⊗ Γ∞(Hom(E|N )))K×K .
If κ˜ lies in this space, then the corresponding operator on (3.8) acts on the
factor L2(G) by (left) convolution by the factor of κ˜ in C∞c (G). Since the
completion of the algebra of convolution operators on L2(G) by functions in
C∞c (G) is C
∗
rG, and C
∗
rG contains C(G), we conclude that indeed C(E) ⊂
C∗(M)G. We have also seen that this subalgebra is dense.
The coarse index of D, denoted by indexC∗(M)G(D), is the element of
K0(C
∗(M)G) explicitly given by
indexC∗(M)G(D) =[(
e−tD
−D+ e−
t
2
D−D+ 1−e−tD
−D+
D−D+
D−
e−
t
2
D+D− 1−e−tD
+D−
D+D−
D+ 1− e−tD+D−
)]
−
[(
0 0
0 1
)]
,
(3.9)
for any t > 0. (See Exercise 12.7.3 in [23], which can be solved as on page
356 of [16].)
Since M/G is compact, the Roe algebra C∗(M)G is Morita equivalent to
C∗rG. The corresponding isomorphism
K∗(C
∗(M)G) ∼= K∗(C∗rG) (3.10)
can be described as follows. Consider the map TrN : C˜(E)→ C(G) given by
TrN (κ˜)(x) =
∫
N
tr(κ˜(x, n, n)) dn, (3.11)
for x ∈ G. We will also write TrN (Tκ˜) := TrN (κ˜). Then for f ∈ C(G) and
κN ∈ Γ∞(Hom(E|N )) such that f ⊗ κN ∈ C(E), we have TrN (f ⊗ κN ) =
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f Tr(TκN ), where Tr is the operator trace, and TκN is the trace class operator
on L2(E|N ) with smooth kernel κN .
Let p ∈ M∞(C(G)) and q ∈ M∞(Γ∞(Hom(E|N ))) be projections such
that p⊗ q ∈M∞(C˜(E)). Then
TrN (p ⊗ q) = p⊗ Tr(Tq) ∈M∞(C(G)) ⊗M∞(C),
where on both sides, traces and the construction κ˜N 7→ Tκ˜N are applied
entry-wise. Let tr be the matrix trace on M∞(C). Since tr(Tr(Tq)) is an
integer, we obtain a projection
(1⊗ tr)(TrN (p⊗ q)) = tr(Tr(Tq))p ∈M∞(C(G)). (3.12)
Lemma 3.7. The extension of the above construction to the dense subspace
of C∗(M)G on which TrN is well-defined induces the isomorphism (3.10).
Proof. Let the Hilbert C∗rG-module E be the completion of Γc(E) in the
C∗rG-valued inner product given by
(s, s′)C∗rG(x) = (s, x · s′)L2(E),
for s, s′ ∈ Γc(E) and x ∈ G. Then
L2(E) ∼= E ⊗C∗rG L2(G),
and the map T 7→ T ⊗ 1 defines an isomorphism L(E) ∼=−→ B(L2(E)). (Here
L(E) is the algebra of adjointable operators on E .) See Lemma 2.2 in [35].
This isomorphism restricts to an isomorphism
K(E) ∼=−→ C∗(M)G,
see Lemma 2.3 in [35]. Now K(E) is Morita equivalent to C∗rG, and this is
how the isomorphism (3.10) comes about.
The isomorphism
K∗(K(E))
∼=−→ K∗(C∗rG) (3.13)
induced by Morita equivalence is induced by an operator trace, analogously
to the isomorphism K∗(K(L2(E))) ∼= Z when G is trivial. Let us make this
more explicit. The isomorphism
Γc(E) ∼= (Cc(G) ⊗ Γ(E|N ))K
extends continuously to an embedding
E →֒ C∗rG⊗ L2(E|N ).
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This induces an injective ∗-homomorphism
K(E) →֒ C∗rG⊗K(L2(E|N )). (3.14)
The isomorphism
K∗(C
∗
rG⊗K(L2(E|N )))
∼=−→ K∗(C∗rG) (3.15)
induced by Morita equivalence is induced by the operator trace on L1(L2(E|N )) ⊂
K(L2(E|N )), applied to projections as above the lemma. (Here L1(L2(E|N ))
is the algebra of trace-class operators on L2(E|N ).) We have seen that this
operator trace corresponds to the map TrN on kernels. The isomorphism
(3.13) is the composition of the map induced by the embedding (3.14) and
the isomorphism (3.15). So the claim follows.
Roe showed in [35] that the isomorphism (3.10) maps the coarse index
to the analytic assembly map. The reason why we use this description of
the analytic assembly map is that it does not require us to use properly
supported operators. Since the heat operators e−tD
−D+ and e−tD
+D− are
not properly supported, using the more standard definition of the assembly
map as in [9] would lead to technical issues.
3.4 Computing τg(indexG(D))
Lemma 3.8. For all t > 0, the heat operators e−tD
−D+ and e−tD
+D− lie in
C(E).
This fact will be proved in Subsection 4.1. Let g ∈ G be semisimple.
Then Lemma 3.8 implies that the traces Trg(e
−tD−D+) and Trg(e
−tD+D−)
are well-defined.
Proposition 3.9. For all t > 0, we have
τg(indexG(D)) = Trg(e
−tD−D+)− Trg(e−tD+D−).
Proof. The map TrN was implicitly defined to map the unit 1 added to
C∗(M)G to the unit 1 added to C∗rG. The matrix elements in (3.9), apart
from the terms 1, are smooth kernel operators. Therefore, they lie in the
domain of TrN . So, by Lemma 3.7,
indexG(D) = TrN (indexC∗(M)G(D)) =
[TrN (e
−tD−D+) + 1− TrN (e−tD+D−)]− [1]
∈ K0(C∗rG).
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Note that the 2 × 2 matrices appearing in (3.9) are in fact single bounded
operators on L2(E), i.e. 1 × 1 matrices over B(L2(E)); they only appear
as 2 × 2 matrices because of the grading of E. Therefore, the map 1 ⊗ tr
in (3.12) does not appear in this case. There is a sum over the diagonals
of these 2 × 2 matrices because of the fibrewise trace of endomorphisms in
(3.11).
Now by Lemma 3.8, we have TrN (e
−tD−D+) ∈ C(G) and TrN (e−tD+D−) ∈
C(G). Since the extension of a trace to the unitisation of an algebra is by
definition equal to zero on the added unit, we obtain
τg(indexG(D)) = τg ◦ TrN (e−tD−D+)− τg ◦TrN (e−tD+D−).
Part (c) of Lemma 3.2 states that τg ◦ TrN = Trg, so the claim follows.
Let Str be the fibre-wise supertrace on endomorphisms of the Z2-graded
vector bundle E. Combining part (b) of Lemma 3.2 with Proposition 3.9,
we reach the main conclusion of this section.
Proposition 3.10. Let κt be the Schwartz kernel of e
−tD2 . Let cg be as in
part (b) of Lemma 3.2. Then for all t > 0,
τg(indexG(D)) =
∫
M
cg(m) Str(κt(m, gm)g) dm.
This result involves a supertrace because of the difference on the right
hand side of the expression in Proposition 3.9: the operators e−tD
−D+ and
e−tD
+D− act on even and odd degree sections of E, respectively.
4 Localisation
In this section, we use heat kernel localisation techniques to prove Theorem
2.8. The central step is an estimate for heat kernels, Proposition 4.7. This
implies the fixed point formula for twisted Spinc-Dirac operators, which
generalises to elliptic operators in the usual way.
As in the previous section, we suppose that D is a twisted Spinc-Dirac
operator, except where stated otherwise (in the proof of Theorem 2.8 in
Subsection 4.5).
4.1 Decomposing heat kernels
Suppose that G/K is even-dimensional. Let g = k ⊕ p be a Cartan decom-
position. We may assume that the adjoint representation Ad: K → SO(p)
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lifts to A˜d : K → Spin(p). Indeed, this is true for a double cover G˜ of G,
whose maximal compact subgroup K˜ is a double cover of K. Then G˜ acts
properly on M via the covering map G˜→ G, so that
M = G˜×K˜ N˜ = G×K N,
for K-invariant submanifolds N˜ ,N ⊂ M . So if necessary, we replace G
by G˜, so that the map A˜d exists. Let Sp be the standard representation
of Spin(p). It is Z2-graded since p is even-dimensional. We view it as a
representation of K via the map
K
A˜d−−→ Spin(p)→ End(Sp).
By Proposition 3.10 in [27], the slice N has a K-equivariant Spinc-
structure with spinor bundle SN → N such that
S|N = SN ⊗ Sp.
So
Γ∞(S ⊗W ) ∼= (C∞(G)⊗ Sp ⊗ Γ∞(SN ⊗W |N ))K . (4.1)
The K-invariant inner product on g chosen earlier, together with the restric-
tion of the Riemannian metric on M to TN , defines a K-invariant metric
on TM |N = TN ⊕ (N × p). We denote the extension of this metric to a
G-invariant Riemannian metric on M by Bp. By Lemma 3.12 in [28], the
fact that M is complete in the original Riemannian metric implies that it
is complete with respect to Bp. Furthermore, the equivariant indices of the
Dirac operators corresponding to the two metrics are the same. Indeed, the
K-homology classes defined by these operators are the same, see Proposition
11.2.7 in [23]. Therefore, there is no loss of generality in working with Bp.
Let {X1, . . . ,Xl} be an orthonormal basis of p with respect to the chosen
inner product. Let DG,K be the operator on C
∞(G) ⊗ Sp defined as
DG,K :=
l∑
j=1
L(Xj)⊗ cp(Xj),
where in the second factor, cp : p → End(Sp) is the Clifford action with
respect to the given inner product. Let ε be the grading operator on Sp. By
Proposition 3.1 in [29], there is a Spinc-Dirac operator DN on Γ
∞(SN ) such
that D is the operator
DG,K ⊗ 1 + ε⊗DN (4.2)
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on (4.1). Here we use the metric Bp.
Let
κt ∈ Γ∞(M ×M,Hom(S ⊗W ));
κG,Kt ∈ C∞(G×G)⊗ End(Sp);
κNt ∈ Γ∞(N ×N,Hom(SN ⊗W |N)).
be the Schwartz kernels of the operators e−tD
2
, e−tD
2
G,K and e−tD
2
N , respec-
tively.
Lemma 4.1. For all x, x′ ∈ G and n, n′ ∈ N , we have
κt(xn, x
′n′) = κG,Kt (x, x
′)⊗ xκNt (n, n′)x′−1
∈ Hom((S ⊗W )x′n′ , (S ⊗W )xn).
Proof. The presence of the grading operator in (4.2) means that
D2 = D2G,K ⊗ 1 + 1⊗D2N .
Since the two terms on the right hand side commute, we therefore have
e−tD
2
= e−t(D
2
G,K⊗1+1⊗D
2
N ) = e−tD
2
G,K ⊗ e−tD2N . (4.3)
Lemma 4.1 in [29] states that the Riemanian density dm onM equals the
measure d[x, n] on G×KN induced by the product measure dx dn on G×N .
SinceK has unit volume, this implies that for all ϕ ∈ C∞(G)⊗Sp∩L2(G)⊗Sp
and ψ ∈ Γ∞(SN ⊗W |N ) such that ϕ ⊗ ψ is K-invariant, and x ∈ G and
n ∈ N ,
(e−tD
2
ϕ⊗ ψ)(xn) =
∫
M
κt(xn,m
′)(ϕ⊗ ψ)(m′)dm′
=
∫
N
∫
G
κt(xn, x
′n′)ϕ(x′)⊗ x′ψ(n′) dx′ dn′
By (4.3), this equals
(e−tD
2
G,Kϕ⊗ e−tD2Nψ)(xn) =
∫
G
κG,Kt (x, x
′)ϕ(x′) dx′ ⊗
∫
N
xκNt (n, n
′)ψ(n′) dn′.
Since ϕ ∈ L2(G) ⊗ Sp and N is compact, all integrals converge absolutely.
So the claim follows from Fubini’s theorem.
Proof of Lemma 3.8. Let κ˜G,Kt ∈ C∞(G)⊗ End(Sp) be given by
κ˜G,Kt (x) = xκ
G,K
t (e, x)x
−1.
By Proposition 2.4 in [8], this function lies in C(G)⊗End(Sp). So the claim
follows by Lemma 4.1. 
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4.2 Finite Gaussian orbital integrals
Consider the Gaussian function ψ on G defined in (2.3).
Definition 4.2. An element g ∈ G has finite Gaussian orbital integral, or
FGOI, if the integral ∫
G/Z
ψ(xgx−1) d(xZ)
converges. Here, as before, Z = ZG(g).
One immediately sees that e ∈ G has FGOI. More generally, any element
g ∈ G such that G/ZG(g) is compact has FGOI. But actually, having FGOI
is a generic property.
Proposition 4.3. Almost every element of G has FGOI.
To prove this proposition, we first note the following.
Lemma 4.4. The function ψ is in L1(G).
Proof. Using the decomposition G = KA+K, we have∫
G
ψ(x) dx =
∫
K
∫
A+
∫
K
ψ(kak′)J(a) dk da dk′,
where for all a ∈ A,
J(a) :=
∏
α∈Σ+
|e〈α,log a〉 − e−〈α,log a〉|mα ,
with Σ+ a choice of positive restricted roots for (g, a), and mα := dim gα.
Now for all a ∈ A, d(e, a) = ‖ log(a)‖. So
ψ(a) = e−‖ log(a)‖
2
.
Therefore, ψJ ∈ L1(A), because J only has linear functions of log(a) in its
exponents. And for all k, k′ ∈ K, we have
d(e, kak′) ≥ d(e, a) − 2 diam(K).
(We write diam(X) for the diameter of a bounded metric space X.) So
ψ(kak′) ≤ e−2 diam(K)ψ(a). Hence a 7→ ψ(kak′)J(a) is in L1(A), and the
claim follows.
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Proof of Proposition 4.3. By Lemma 4.4 and Weyl’s integration formula (see
e.g. Proposition 5.27 in [31]), we have
∞ >
∫
G
ψ(x) dx =
∑
H
1
#W (G,H)
∫
G/H×H
ψ(xhx−1)|DH(h)|2dh d(xH).
(4.4)
Here the sum ranges over representatives H < G that are invariant under
the Cartan involution of the conjugacy classes of Cartan subgroups. For
each such H, W (G,H) is the corresponding Weyl group, and DH is the
Weyl denominator. For a fixed H, let H˜ ⊂ H be the set of elements h ∈ H
for which the integral ∫
G/H
ψ(xhx−1)d(xH) (4.5)
converges. Then (4.4) implies that H \ H˜ has measure zero. Now let h ∈ G,
and suppose it is regular. Then H := ZG(h) is a Cartan subgroup. (We can
ensure that H is invariant under the Cartan involution by conjugating by a
group element; this does not change the integral (4.5).) We conclude that h
has FGOI if
h ∈ Hreg ∩ H˜,
so the set of elements that do not have FGOI has measure zero. 
4.3 An estimate on G
As in the proof of Lemma 3.8, let κ˜G,Kt ∈ C∞(G)⊗ End(Sp) be given by
κ˜G,Kt (x) = xκ
G,K
t (e, x)x
−1,
for x ∈ G. There are constants C, s > 0 such that for all t ∈ ]0, s],
‖κ˜G,Kt (x)‖ ≤ Ct−dim(G)/2e−
d(e,x)2
16t . (4.6)
For heat kernels associated to the Laplace–Beltrami operator on scalar func-
tions, this is Theorem 4 in [13]. In (2.6) in [8], Barbasch and Moscovici
express the heat kernel of a Dirac operator on G on terms of the heat kernel
of the Laplacian on scalar functions. This gives the desired estimate.
Consider the relatively compact subset
V :=
{
x ∈ G; d(x,K) < 2
√
2 dim(G)1/2
} ⊂ G. (4.7)
Define the map χ˜ : G→ G by
χ˜(x) = xgx−1,
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for x ∈ G, and let χ : G/Z → G by the induced map on the quotient. For
an odd endomorphism A of Sp, we will denote its supertrace by Str(A).
Lemma 4.5. Suppose g has FGOI. Then we have
lim
t↓0
∫
(G/Z)\χ−1(V )
|Str κ˜G,Kt (χ˜(x))|d(xZ) = 0.
Proof. For t > 0, consider the function ψt on G, given by
ψt(x) = Ct
−dim(G)/2e−
d(e,x)2
16t ,
the right hand side of (4.6). By Lemma 4.6 below, the function t 7→ ψt(x)
is increasing on ]0, 1] for all x ∈ G satisfying
e−
d(e,x)2
16 < e− dim(G)/2,
i.e.
d(e, x) > 2
√
2 dim(G)1/2.
Therefore, we have for all t ∈ ]0, 1],
ψt|G\V ≤ ψ1|G\V ,
so for all t ∈ ]0,min(s, 1)],
|Str κ˜G,Kt |G\V | ≤ ψ1|G\V .
This implies that for all xZ ∈ (G/Z) \ χ−1(V ),
|Str κ˜G,Kt (χ˜(x))| ≤ ψ1(χ˜(x)).
Since g has FGOI, the function x 7→ ψ1(χ˜(x)) is in L1(G/Z). Since κ˜G,Kt → 0
pointwise away from e, the claim follows by the dominated convergence
theorem.
Lemma 4.6. Let b ∈ ]0, 1] and c > 0. Consider the function f : ]0,∞[→ R
given by
f(t) = t−cb1/t,
for t > 0. Then f is increasing on ]0, 1] if b < e−c.
Proof. Under the condition stated, one has f ′(t) > 0 for all t ∈ ]0, 1].
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4.4 An estimate on M
We now come to the most important step in the proof of Theorem 2.8.
Proposition 4.7. Suppose g has FGOI. Let cg be as in part (b) of Lemma
3.2. There is a relatively Z-cocompact, Z-invariant neighbourhood U of Mg
in M such that for all Z-invariant neighbourhoods U ′ of Mg contained in
U , we have
lim
t↓0
∫
M\U ′
cg(m)|Str κt(m, gm)g| dm = 0.
Let V ⊂ G be as in (4.7). We claim that the set
U := χ˜−1(V )−1N ⊂M (4.8)
has the properties needed in Proposition 4.7.
Lemma 4.8. The set U is a relatively Z-cocompact neighbourhood of Mg.
Proof. The conjugacy class (g) = χ˜(G) is closed in G. Hence V ∩ (g) is a
relatively compact subset of (g). Since χ : G/Z → (g) is a diffeomorphism,
the inverse image χ−1(V ) = χ−1(V ∩ (g)) ⊂ G/Z is relatively compact.
So χ˜−1(V ) is relatively Z-cocompact with respect to right multiplication.
Hence χ˜−1(V )−1 relatively Z-cocompact with respect to left multiplication.
By compactness of N , this implies that U is relatively cocompact for the
action by Z on M .
Furthermore, let x ∈ G and n ∈ N , and suppose that gxn = xn. Then
χ˜(x−1) = x−1gx ∈ Gn = Kn ⊂ K ⊂ V.
So xn ∈ U .
Lemma 4.9. Let cg be as in part (b) of Lemma 3.2. Let X ⊂ G be a subset
invariant under right multiplication by Z. Then for all κ˜ ∈ C˜(E),∫
M\X−1N
cg(m)|Str(κ(m, gm)g)| dm =
∫
N
∫
(G\X)/Z
|Str(κ˜(xgx−1, n, n))| d(xZ) dn.
(4.9)
Proof. The proof is a computation that is as straightforward as the compu-
tation in the proof of Lemma 3.2, but different in some respects. We give
the computation here to be complete. The left hand side of (4.9) equals∫
N
∫
G\X−1
∫
G
cG(x)c(xgyn)|Str(κ(yn, gyn)g)| dx dy dn. (4.10)
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As in (3.6), we have for all y ∈ G and n ∈ N ,
Str(κ(yn, gyn)g) = Str(κ˜(y−1gy, n, n)).
So by unimodularity of G, (4.10) equals∫
N
∫
G\X
∫
G
cG(x
−1)c(x−1gy−1n)|Str(κ˜(ygy−1, n, n))| dx dy dn.
Interchanging the inner two integrals (which is allowed because the integrals
converge absolutely as shown in the proof of Lemma 3.2), and substituting
x′ = x−1gy−1 for x and y′ = x′yg−1 for y, we find that the above integral
equals∫
N
∫
G
∫
x′(G\X−1)g−1
cG(y
′)c(x′n)|Str(κ˜(x′−1y′gy′−1x′, n, n))| dy′ dx′ dn.
The sets x′(G\X)g−1 are invariant under right multiplication by Z, so since
cG is a cutoff function for that action, the integral becomes∫
N
∫
G
∫
(x′(G\X)g−1)/Z
c(x′n)|Str(κ˜(x′−1y′gy′−1x′, n, n))| d(y′Z) dx′ dn
=
∫
N
∫
G
∫
(G\X)/Z
c(x′n)|Str(κ˜(ygy−1, n, n))| d(yZ) dx′ dn
=
∫
N
∫
(G\X)/Z
|Str(κ˜(ygy−1, n, n))| d(yZ) dn.
Lemma 4.10. Suppose g has FGOI. Let cg be as in part (b) of Lemma 3.2.
Then
lim
t↓0
∫
M\U
cg(m)|Str κt(m, gm)g| dm = 0.
Proof. By Lemma 4.9, we have∫
M\U
cg(m)|Strκt(m, gm)g| dm =
∫
N
∫
(G/Z)\χ−1(V )
|Str κ˜t(xgx−1, n, n)| d(xZ) dn.
By Lemma 4.1, this equals∫
N
|StrκNt (n, n)| dn
∫
(G/Z)\χ−1(V )
|Str κ˜G,Kt (χ˜(x))| d(xZ).
Note that SN is Z2-graded becauseM and G/K, and therefore N , are even-
dimensional. This is why a supertrace appears in the first factor. This first
factor is bounded, so the claim follows by Lemma 4.5.
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Lemma 4.11. The function cg as in part (b) of Lemma 3.2 is a cutoff
function for the action by Z on M .
Proof. For all m ∈M , we have∫
Z
cg(zm) =
∫
Z
∫
G
cG(x)c(xgzm) dx dz =
∫
Z
∫
G
cG(x
′z′−1)c(x′m) dx′ dz′ = 1,
where we substitute x′ = xgz for x and z′ = gz for z, and use unimodularity
of G and Z.
Proof of Proposition 4.7. The set U is a Z-cocompact neighbourhood of Mg
by Lemma 4.8. Let U ′ be a Z-invariant neighbourhood of Mg contained in
U . By Lemma 4.10, it is enough to show that
lim
t↓0
∫
U\U ′
cg(m)|Strκt(m, gm)g| dm = 0. (4.11)
It is a basic property of heat kernels that κt(m,m
′) goes to zero as t ↓ 0,
for all distinct points m,m′ ∈M . So |Strκt(m, gm)g| goes to zero pointwise
as t ↓ 0 for all m ∈M \Mg. The function
m 7→ ‖κt(m, gm)‖ (4.12)
is Z-invariant, and |Strκt(m, gm)g| is at most equal to this function times
the rank of E at every point m ∈ M . Since U \ U ′ is disjoint from Mg
and Z-cocompact, the bounding function (4.12) is uniformly bounded in t
on this set, say by a constant C > 0. Since U \ U ′ is Z-cocompact and, by
Lemma 4.11, cg is a cutoff function for the action by Z, the integral∫
U\U ′
cg(m) dm
converges. Hence (4.11) follows by the dominated convergence theorem. 
4.5 Proof of Theorem 2.8
Proposition 4.7 allows us to prove Theorem 2.8 for twisted Spinc-Dirac op-
erators. This implies the general case.
Let Ldet →M be the determinant line bundle of the Spinc-structure on
M . Let RN be the curvature of the Levi–Civita connection restricted to
N . Let Aˆ(Mg) be the Aˆ-class of Mg. Let [W |supp(cg)](g) ∈ K0(Mg)⊗C be
defined as in Subsection 2.2.
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Proposition 4.12. Suppose that D is a twisted Spinc-Dirac operator on
E = S ⊗W . If G/K is odd-dimensional, then for all semisimple g ∈ G,
τg(indexG(D)) = 0.
If G/K is even-dimensional, then for all semisimple g ∈ G with FGOI, we
have
τg(indexG(D)) = 0
if g is not contained in a compact subgroup of G, and
τg(indexG(D)) =
∫
Mg
cg
Aˆ(Mg) ch([W |Mg ](g))ec1(Ldet|Mg )
det(1− ge−RN /2pii)1/2 , (4.13)
if it is, for any cutoff function cg for the action by Z on Mg.
Proof. Let g ∈ G be semisimple. First of all, if G/K is odd-dimensional,
then K0(C
∗
rG) = 0. This is part of the statement of the Connes–Kasparov
conjecture, proved in [12, 41]. Since τg is defined on K0(C
∗
rG), this im-
plies that τg(indexG(D)) = 0. So suppose from now on that G/K is even-
dimensional.
By Proposition 3.10, we have for all t > 0
τg(indexG(D)) =
∫
M
cg(m) Str(κt(m, gm)g) dm, (4.14)
with cg as in part (b) of Lemma 3.2. IfMg is nonempty, then there is a point
m ∈ M fixed by g. So g ∈ Gm, which is a compact group by properness
of the action. So if g is not contained in a compact subgroup of G and has
FGOI, then Mg = ∅, and one may take U ′ = ∅ in Proposition 4.7. This
proposition then implies that the right hand side of (4.14) goes to zero as
t ↓ 0.
Now suppose that g has FGOI and is contained in a compact subgroup of
G. Then Proposition 4.7 implies that the right hand side of (4.14) localises
to arbitrarily small neighbourhoods of Mg as t ↓ 0. We choose a small
enough tubular neighbourhood, which we identify with N , and apply the
usual asymptotic expansion of κt (see e.g. Theorem 6.11 in [11]). Then by
the same arguments as in the compact case (see e.g. Theorem 6.16 in [11]),
one obtains the desired expression for the right hand side of (4.14).
Here we used that cg|Mg is a cutoff function for the action by Z on Mg
by Lemma 4.11. We have proved (4.13) for cutoff functions of this form.
But since the integrand on the right hand side of (4.13) without cg is Z-
invariant, the integral is independent of the cutoff function (because it equals
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an integral on Mg/Z that does not involve a cutoff function). So the claim
follows for all cutoff functions.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. We return to the general case where D is an elliptic
operator, as at the start of Section 2. Let pB : BM → M be the unit ball
bundle in TM , and SM →M the unit sphere bundle. Consider the almost
complex manifold ΣM obtained by glueing together two copies of BM along
SM . Let E± be the even and odd parts of E, respectively. Let WσD →
ΣM be the vector bundle obtained by glueing together p∗BE+ → BM and
p∗BE− → BM along SM via the invertible map σD : SM → SM . Let D
WσD
ΣM
be the Spinc-Dirac operator on ΣM (for the Spinc-structure associated to
the almost complex structure), twisted by WσD . Let [D
WσD
ΣM ] ∈ KG0 (ΣM) be
its K-homology class.
Let pΣ : ΣM → M be the projection map, and note that it is proper.
By Theorem 5.0.4 in [10], we have
[D] = (pΣ)∗[D
WσD
ΣM ] ∈ KG0 (M).
Naturality of the assembly map therefore implies that
indexG(D) = indexG(D
WσD
ΣM ).
Therefore, Proposition 4.12 implies that τg(indexG(D)) = 0 for all semisim-
ple g ∈ G if G/K is odd-dimensional. So suppose that G/K is even-
dimensional. Let g ∈ G be semisimple with FGOI. By Proposition 4.3,
almost every element of G has FGOI. If g does not lie in a compact sub-
group of G, then Proposition 4.12 again implies that τg(indexG(D)) = 0.
And if g lies in a compact subgroup of G, then this proposition states that
τg(indexG(D)) =
∫
ΣMg
cgΣM
Aˆ((ΣM)g) ch([WσD |(ΣM)g ](g))ec1(Ldet|(ΣM)g )
det(1− ge−RN(ΣM)g /2pii)1/2
Here N(ΣM)g → (ΣM)g is the normal bundle, and cgΣM ∈ C∞c ((ΣM)g) is a
cutoff function for the action by Z on (ΣM)g. As in the compact case, one
finds that the right hand side of the above expression equals the right hand
side of (2.2). (We may choose the cutoff function cgΣM to be constant on
the fibres of (ΣM)g → Mg, so it reduces to a cutoff function on Mg as in
Theorem 2.8.) So Theorem 2.8 follows. 
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5 The character formula
We end this paper by deducing Harish-Chandra’s character formula, Corol-
lary 2.10, from Theorem 2.8. We first discuss K-theory classes defined by
discrete series representations. Then we show that characters of these repre-
sentations can be recovered from their K-theory classes via the trace τg. By
realising these K-theory classes as equivariant indices, we can then apply
Theorem 2.8 to obtain Corollary 2.10.
Throughout this section, we make the assumptions and use the same
notation as in Subsection 2.4. In particular, we suppose that rank(G) =
rank(K), and we consider a maximal torus T < K, and a discrete series
representation π of G with Harish-Chandra parameter λ ∈ it∗.
5.1 K-theory classes and characters
Let ξ be a K-finite unit vector in the representation space of π. Let mξ be
the corresponding matrix coefficient, mapping g ∈ G to
mξ(g) = (ξ, π(g)ξ).
Then mξ ∈ C(G). Let
dpi = ‖mξ‖−2L2(G)
be the formal degree of π. Then dpimξ is an idempotent in C(G) with respect
to convolution. So it defines a class
[dpimξ] ∈ K0(C(G)).
(See also Subsection 2.2 in [32].)
The values on T of the global character Θpi of π can be recovered from
this K-theory class.
Proposition 5.1. Let g ∈ T be regular. Then
τg([dpimξ]) = Θpi(g).
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ C∞c (G) be supported in the set of regular elliptic elements
(i.e. the set of elements whose centraliser is a conjugate of T ). Let π(ϕ) be
the trace-class operator on the representation space of π defined by ϕ. Then
the claim is that
tr(π(ϕ)) =
∫
G
ϕ(g)τg([dpimξ]) dg. (5.1)
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By Proposition 14.4.3 in [17], which is proved there via basic functional
analysis, we have
tr(π(ϕ)) = dpi
∫
G
∫
G
ϕ(g)mξ(xgx
−1) dg dx. (5.2)
For general ϕ ∈ C∞c (G), the integral on the right hand side may diverge if
the order of integration is reversed. But if g ∈ G is elliptic and regular, then
Z = ZG(g) is conjugate to T , hence compact. Then by Theorem 2.2, the
integral ∫
G
mξ(xgx
−1) dx =
∫
G/Z
mξ(xgx
−1) d(xZ).
converges absolutely. Since ϕ is compactly supported inside the set of elliptic
elements, the integral∫
G
∫
G
ϕ(g)mξ(xgx
−1) dx dg =
∫
G
∫
G/Z
ϕ(g)mξ(xgx
−1) d(xZ) dg
converges absolutely as well. So by Fubini’s theorem, it equals∫
G
∫
G
ϕ(g)mξ(xgx
−1) dg dx.
Since mξ ∈ C(G), we have
τg([dpimξ]) = dpi
∫
G/Z
mξ(xgx
−1) d(xZ).
Hence (5.2) implies (5.1).
5.2 K-theory classes as indices
The K-theory class [dpimξ] ∈ K0(C(G)) can be realised geometrically anal-
ogously to Schmid’s realisation of the discrete series in Theorem 1.5 in [36].
Consider the manifold G/T . The positive root system R+ determined by
λ defines a G-invariant complex structure on G/T such that, as complex
vector spaces,
TeT (G/T ) =
⊕
α∈R+
gCα.
Consider the holomorphic line bundle
Lλ−ρ = G×T Cλ−ρ → G/T,
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where T acts on Cλ−ρ = C with weight λ − ρ. We have the twisted Dol-
beault operator ∂¯Lλ−ρ on Ω
0,∗(G/T ;Lλ−ρ). On the space Ω
0,∗
L2
(G/T ;Lλ−ρ)
of square integrable antiholomorphic differential forms with coefficients in
Lλ−ρ, we have the adjoint operator ∂¯
∗
Lλ−ρ
. These two operators combine to
the Dolbeault–Dirac operator
∂¯Lλ−ρ + ∂¯
∗
Lλ−ρ
on Ω0,∗
L2
(G/T ;Lλ−ρ). We consider the natural grading on forms by parities
of degrees.
Proposition 5.2. We have
[dpimξ] = (−1)dim(G/K)/2 indexG(∂¯Lλ−ρ + ∂¯∗Lλ−ρ) ∈ K0(C(G)).
This result is Corollary 2.8 in [25]. However, in that paper, Lemma 1.5
in [24] is used to prove Corollary 2.8, and in the proof of Lemma 1.5 in
[24], Harish-Chandra’s character formula is used. So this would lead to a
circular argument. To get around this, we give a proof of Proposition 5.2
in Subsections 5.3 and 5.4 without using Lemma 1.5 in [24]. This also gives
us the opportunity to record a short proof of an earlier induction result for
the equivariant index, Theorem 5.5. Furthermore, we clarify the case where
G/K does not have a G-equivariant Spin structure, which was not treated
in [24].
Remark 5.3. If G is linear, then Proposition 5.2 also follows from Schmid’s
construction of the discrete series. Theorem 1.5 in [36] implies that the
kernel of ∂¯Lλ−ρ + ∂¯
∗
Lλ−ρ
equals the representation space of π in degree
(−1)dim(G/K)/2, and zero in the other degree. Then the equivariant index
of ∂¯Lλ−ρ + ∂¯
∗
Lλ−ρ
in K0(C(G)) = K0(C∗rG) equals (−1)dim(G/K)/2 times the
kernel of this operator as a C∗rG-module, see Lemma II.10.γ.16 in [14]. This
kernel is π, which is also the image of the projection dpimξ.
After Proposition 5.2 is proved, we can deduce Corollary 2.10 from The-
orem 2.8 as follows.
Proof of Corollary 2.10. Let g ∈ T be regular, and in the set of elements
for which Theorem 2.8 holds. Then Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, and Theorem
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2.8, imply that1
Θpi(g) = (−1)dim(G/K)
∫
T (G/T )g
ch
(
[σ∂¯Lλ−ρ+∂¯
∗
Lλ−ρ
|(G/T )g ](g)
)
Todd(T (G/T )g ⊗ C)
ch
(
[
∧N ⊗C](g)) .
(5.3)
Suppose that the powers of g are dense in T . Then the cutoff function cg
may be taken to be constant 1, since (G/T )g = (G/T )T is compact. It
was shown in Subsection 6.5 of [30] that the right hand side of (5.3) equals
the right hand side of (2.4). The set of elements g ∈ T with the assumed
properties is dense in the set of regular elements (or indeed, in the whole
torus T ). Since both sides of (2.4) are analytic functions on the regular
elements, the result follows. 
Remark 5.4. In our proof of Harish-Chandra’s character formula, we made
essential use of K-theory. We could have stated and proved a fixed point
theorem by defining the index as the right hand side of the equality in
Proposition 3.9. But without using K-theory, one does not immediately see
that, for g ∈ G and t > 0,
Θpi(g) = (−1)dim(G/K)/2
(
Trg(e
−t∂¯−
λ−ρ∂¯
+
λ−ρ)− Trg(e−t∂¯
+
λ−ρ∂¯
−
λ−ρ)
)
. (5.4)
Indeed, if zero were isolated in the spectrum of ∂¯λ−ρ + ∂¯
∗
λ−ρ, then the heat
kernel e−t∂¯
±
λ−ρ∂¯
∓
λ−ρ converges to projection onto the L2-kernel of ∂¯∓λ−ρ as
t→∞. By Theorem 1.5 in [36], if dim(G/K)/2 is even, then the L2-kernel
of ∂¯+λ−ρ is the representation space of π, while the L
2-kernel of ∂¯−λ−ρ is zero.
If dim(G/K)/2 is odd, then this is the other way around. That would
imply (5.4). However, it is not clear if zero is isolated in the spectrum of
∂¯λ−ρ + ∂¯
∗
λ−ρ, and using K-theory allows us to get around this issue.
It remains to prove Proposition 5.2.
5.3 Induction of indices
In this subsection only, let G be any almost connected Lie group, and let
K < G be maximal compact. Theorem 4.6 in [24] is a result about the
relation between equivariant indices forK and G. (It was called quantisation
commutes with induction there.) This result was slightly expanded on and
applied in [25, 26, 27]. In Theorem 43 in [19], a shorter and more direct
1Actually, we only need Proposition 4.12 here, rather than Theorem 2.8, but then the
application of the arguments in Subsection 6.5 of [30] becomes less direct.
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proof than the one in [24] was given. Here we present an even shorter proof
of this result. We also explain how it generalises to cases where G/K has
no G-equivariant Spin-structure.
Let K˜ be a double cover of K such that the adjoint action Ad: K˜ →
SO(p) lifts to a homomorphism A˜d: K˜ → Spin(p). Let R(K˜)− ⊂ R(K)
be the free abelian group generated by the irreducible representations of K˜
for which the nontrivial element of the kernel of K˜ → K acts as minus the
identity. Set l := dim(G/K)/2. The Dirac induction map is an isomorphism
of abelian groups
D-IndGK : R(K˜)− → Kl(C∗rG).
See [41] and [12] for the definition of this map and fact that it is an isomor-
phism. (We will not use the fact that this map is an isomorphism, however.)
Let N be a compact manifold on which K acts. Consider the equivariant
K-homology groups [9, 23] KK˜0 (N) and K
G
0 (G×K N) of the spaces N and
G×K N , respectively. Let KK˜0 (N)− ⊂ KK˜0 (N) be the abelian group
KK˜0 (N)− = {a ∈ KK˜0 (N); indexK˜(a) ∈ R(K˜)−}.
In Section 5 of [24], a map
K-IndGK : K
K
0 (N)→ KGl (G×K N)
between equivariant K-homology groups was defined in cases where the lift
A˜d already exists for K itself. This generalises directly to a map
K-IndGK : K
K˜
0 (N)− → KGl (G×K N).
This map has the following properties that we will use.
1. If N = pt is a point, then for all V ∈ R(K˜)− = KK˜0 (pt)−, we have
K-IndGK [V ] = [D
V
G,K ], (5.5)
the K-homology class of the Dirac operator on G/K used in the defi-
nition of Dirac induction.
2. If p is the map from N to a point, and pG : G ×K N → G/K is the
induced map, then the following diagram commutes:
KGl (G×K N)
pG∗ // KGl (G/K)
KK˜0 (N)−
K-IndGK
OO
p∗ // KK˜0 (pt)−.
K-IndGK
OO
(5.6)
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We can now state the induction result for equivariant indices.
Theorem 5.5. The following diagram commutes:
KGl (G×K N)
indexG// Kl(C
∗
rG)
KK˜0 (N)−
K-IndGK
OO
index
K˜ // R(K˜)−.
D-IndGK
OO
Proof. By (5.5), we have for all V ∈ R(K˜)−,
indexG(K-Ind
G
K [V ]) = D-Ind
G
K [V ].
This equality, together with commutativity of (5.6) and the fact that p∗ is
the K˜-equivariant index, implies that for all a ∈ KK˜0 (N)−,
D-IndGK(indexK˜(a)) = indexG ◦pG∗ ◦K-IndGK(a).
By naturality of the assembly map, the following diagram commutes:
KGl (G×K N)
indexG//
pG∗

Kl(C
∗
rG).
KGl (G/K)
indexG
77
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
So the claim follows.
5.4 Proof of Proposition 5.2
We return to the setting of Subsection 5.2, where G is connected and
semisimple with discrete series. Let ρc and ρn be half the sums of the
compact and noncompact roots in R+, respectively. Let Vλ−ρc be the irre-
ducible representation of K with highest weight λ− ρc. Since (λ− ρc)− ρn
is integral for K, the space Vλ−ρc ⊗ Sp has a well-defined representation of
K, even if Sp itself does not (see the bottom of page 21 in [5]). So it lifts to
an element of R(K˜)−.
Lemma 5.6. We have
[dpimξ] = D-Ind
G
K [Vλ−ρc ] ∈ K0(C∗rG).
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Proof. Let Hpi be the representation space of π. By Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.2.1
in [32], and the fact that the Connes–Kasparov conjecture is true, we have
[dpimξ] =
(
dim(Hpi ⊗ (S+p )∗ ⊗ V ∗)K − dim(Hpi ⊗ (S−p )∗ ⊗ V ∗)K
)
D-IndGK [V ],
for the unique V ∈ ˆ˜K ∩ R(K˜)− for which the right hand side is nonzero.
(See also the comment below Lemma 2.2.1 in [32].) This was also noted on
page 562 of [41]. Now if V = Vλ−ρc , then S
+
p ⊗ V contains the irreducible
representation Vλ−ρc+ρn with highest weight λ − ρc + ρn with multiplicity
one, whereas S−p ⊗V does not contain Vλ−ρc+ρn . Since Vλ−ρc+ρn is the lowest
K-type of π, it occurs with multiplicity one in Hpi|K . All other irreducible
constituents of S+p ⊗Vλ−ρc have highest weights lower than λ−ρc+ρn, in the
ordering where positive roots are positive. So they do not occur in Hpi|K .
Hence
dim(Hpi ⊗ (S+p )∗ ⊗ V ∗λ−ρc)K − dim(Hpi ⊗ (S−p )∗ ⊗ V ∗λ−ρc)K = 1.
Remark 5.7. Interestingly, Lemma 5.6 contradicts (5.3) in [25] and Exam-
ple (4.25) in [9].
The difference between Lemma 5.6 and (5.3) in [25] is a sign (−1)dim(G/K)/2.
But (5.3) in [25] is based on Lemma 1.5 in [24], where the same sign in the
expression for the character of S∗p is missing. This is because there should
not be a complex conjugate in the middle of the third display on page 873
of [24]. See also (4.1) in [5], where dualising Sp leads to the introduction of
this sign.
Example (4.25) in [9] is the case where G = SL(2,R). For n ∈ Z≥1,
let π = D+n be the holomorphic discrete series representation with Harish-
Chandra parameter nα/2, where α is the standard positive root for the
Cartan subgroup T = K = SO(2). For k ∈ Z, let Vk be the irreducible
representation of T with weight kα/2, i.e. the standard representation of
the circle on C with weight k. It is stated in Example (4.25) in [9] that
[dpimξ] = −D-IndGK [V1−n],
whereas Lemma 5.6 yields
[dpimξ] = D-Ind
G
K [Vn]
in this case.
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The difference can be explained by two facts. The first is that in Example
(4.25) in [9] it seems to be used that the K-types of D+n are Vn, Vn+2, Vn+4
etc., whereas that should be Vn+1, Vn+3, Vn+5 etc. This may be due to a
different parametrisation of the discrete series, although the parameter n
runs over the positive integers as usual. The second fact is that in Example
(4.25) in [9], the space (Hpi⊗S±p ⊗Vn)K is used where we use (Hpi⊗ (S±p )∗⊗
V ∗n )
K . It seems to us that the space (Hpi ⊗ (S±p )∗ ⊗ V ∗n )K is needed here,
as in Lemma 2.1.1 in [32], in [41] and in (5.7) in [5]. This leads to Lemma
5.6, which is compatible with the fact that the kernel of the Dirac operator
whose equivariant index is D-IndGK [Vλ−ρc ] is Hpi in even degree and zero
in odd degree, as shown in [5, 34]. By Lemma II.10.γ.16 in [14], this also
implies Lemma 5.6 in the form that we have stated it.
Consider the K-invariant complex structure on K/T defined by the com-
pact roots in R+. Consider the holomorphic line bundle
Lλ−ρc = K ×T Cλ−ρc → K/T.
Let ∂¯
K/T
Lλ−ρc
be the Dolbeault operator on K/T coupled to Lλ−ρc .
Lemma 5.8. We have
K-IndGK [∂¯
K/T
Lλ−ρc
+(∂¯
K/T
Lλ−ρc
)∗] = (−1)dim(G/K)/2[∂¯Lλ−ρ+ ∂¯∗Lλ−ρ] ∈ KG0 (G/T ).
(5.7)
Proof. By definition of the map K-IndGK in Section 5 of [24], the left hand
side of (5.7) is represented by a Dirac operator on the bundle
G×K
(
(K ×T
∧
C
k/t⊗ Cλ−ρ)⊗ Cρn ⊗ Sp
) ∼

G×T
(∧
C
k/t ⊗Cλ−ρ ⊗ (Sp ⊗ Cρn)
)

G×K (K/T ) ∼ G/T.
Here
∧
C
denotes the exterior algebra of complex vector spaces, and we used
that Cρn ⊗ Sp is always a well-defined representation of K, see the bottom
of page 21 in [5].
The operator ∂¯λ−ρ acts on sections of the bundle
G×T
∧
C
g/t⊗Cλ−ρ = G×T
∧
C
k/t⊗ Cλ−ρ ⊗
∧
C
p.
Here we used the fact that p →֒ g/t is a complex subspace. Therefore, it is
enough to show that
Sp ⊗ Cρn =
∧
C
p
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as representations of T , with the same grading if dim(G/K)/2 is even, and
the opposite grading if dim(G/K)/2 is odd.
On page 10 of [34], it is noted that the set of weights of the representation
of T in Sp is {1
2
∑
α∈R+
εαα; εα = ±1
}
.
The multiplicity of each weight is the number of ways it can be written in
the above form. The grading is according to the parity of the number of α
with εα = −1. So the weights of the representation of T in Sp ⊗ Cρn are{1
2
∑
α∈R+
(εα + 1)α; εα = ±1
}
Now
1
2
∑
α∈R+
(εα + 1)α =
∑
α∈A
α,
where
A = {α ∈ R+; εα = 1}. (5.8)
The set of T -weights of
∧
C
p is{∑
α∈A
α;A ⊂ R+
}
.
The multiplicity of each weight is the number of ways it can be written in
this form. We conclude that the representations Sp⊗Cρn and
∧
C
p have the
same set of weights, and that each weight occurs with the same multiplicity.
The grading on
∧
C
p is according to the parity of exterior degrees. These
degrees correspond to the number of elements of S is the above expression for
the weights. Under the correspondence (5.8), this number of elements corre-
sponds to the number of α ∈ R+ for which εα = 1. If #R+ = dim(G/K)/2
is even, this equals the number of α for which εα = −1. So in that case, we
have Sp⊗Cρn =
∧
C
p as graded representations of T . If dim(G/K)/2 is odd,
then the parity of the number of elements of S is the opposite of the parity
of the number of α ∈ R+ for which εα = −1 under the correspondence (5.8).
Then Sp ⊗ Cρn is isomorphic to
∧
C
p with its grading reversed, as a graded
representation of T .
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Proof of Proposition 5.2. Successively applying Lemma 5.6, the Borel–Weil
theorem, Theorem 5.5, and Lemma 5.8, we find that
[dpimξ] = D-Ind
G
K [Vλ−ρc ]
= D-IndGK
(
indexK(∂¯
K/T
Lλ−ρc
+ (∂¯
K/T
Lλ−ρc
)∗)
)
= indexG
(
K-IndGK [∂¯
K/T
Lλ−ρc
+ (∂¯
K/T
Lλ−ρc
)∗]
)
= (−1)dim(G/K)/2 indexG(∂¯Lλ−ρ + ∂¯∗Lλ−ρ).

Remark 5.9. It is of course important that we did not implicitly use Harish-
Chandra’s character formula to prove Corollary 2.10. We used the following
results from representation theory, all of which are independent of the char-
acter formula.
• The properties of Harish-Chandra’s Schwartz algebra C(G), which are
part of general theory that does not involve results about the dis-
crete series. (Except for the fact that C(G) contains K-finite matrix
coefficients of discrete series representations, which does not rely on
information about characters.)
• Existence of discrete series representations with given infinitesimal
characters, under the condition that rank(G) = rank(K). See The-
orem 9.20 in [31]. (We did not use the necessity of the condition that
rank(G) = rank(K), or the exhaustion of the discrete series.)
• Proposition 14.4.3 in [17], which is proved directly there. (This is used
in the proof of Proposition 5.1.)
• Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.2.1 in [32]. These are independent of Harish-
Chandra’s work. These lemmas are steps in Lafforgue’s independent
proofs of the exhaustion of the discrete series, and of the necessary
condition that rank(G) = rank(K) for G to have a discrete series.
(These lemmas are used in the proof of Lemma 5.6.)
• The fact that the Connes–Kasparov conjecture is true for connected
semisimple Lie groups. Wassermann’s proof in [41] (for linear reductive
groups) was based on representation theory, including the classification
of discrete series representations, but Lafforgue’s proof in [32] does not
involve any knowledge about the discrete series. (This is used in the
proof of Lemma 5.6.)
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